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PREFILED TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM F. McNAMARA

Q. Please state your name, occupation, and business address.1

A. My name is William (Bill) F. McNamara. My business address is2

Vermont Electric Power Company, Inc. and Vermont Transco LLC (collectively referred3

to as “VELCO” or the “Petitioners”) 366 Pinnacle Ridge Road, Rutland, VT 05701. I am4

a Professional Engineer employed by VELCO, currently working in the Engineering5

Department. I previously served as the Project Engineer/Project Lead for the following6

transmission line projects: West Rutland to New Haven 345 kV; Lamoille County7

(Duxbury to Stowe) 115 kV; Southern Loop (Vernon to Newfane to Cavendish) 345kV;8

and various smaller new substation driven line reroutes/modifications. I am currently9

Project Engineer/Project Lead for the transmission line portions of the Connecticut River10

Valley Project (the “Project”). I am assisting as needed with other VELCO transmission11

line projects.12

13

Q. Please describe your education and employment background.14

A. I received my Bachelor of Science degree in civil engineering from the15

University of Vermont in 1987. Afterwards, I obtained registration as a Professional16

Engineer in the states of New York and Vermont. I have performed in a variety of17

primarily technical roles, with periods of both technical and operational responsibilities.18

These roles have involved both mechanical and civil engineering projects. My19

transmission line experience began with the 345 kV line portion of the VELCO20
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Northwest Vermont Reliability Project in July 2005. Since then, I have been involved1

with transmission line projects ranging in voltages from 46 kV to 345 kV. My resume is2

attached as Exhibit Petitioners WFM-1.3

4

Q. Have you previously provided testimony before the Vermont Public5

Service Board (“the Board”)?6

A. Yes. I provided testimony in connection with the Transmission Line7

Design aspects of the Southern Loop Project (“SLP”), Docket No. 7373, the Georgia8

Substation Project, Docket No. 7731, the Ascutney Substation Project, Docket No. 7751,9

and the Bennington Substation Project, Docket No. 7763.10

11

Q. Do you hold any professional licenses or certifications?12

A. Yes, I am registered as a Professional Engineer in the states of New York13

and Vermont.14

15

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?16

A. My testimony describes the transmission line upgrade design plans17

associated with the Connecticut River Valley Project. Specifically, I will address the18

structural design of the rebuilt Coolidge – Ascutney 115 kV line, which in the VELCO19

system is named the “K31 Line,” connecting the Coolidge Substation in Cavendish and20

the Ascutney Substation in Weathersfield. The existing K31 Line route is depicted in the21

resource orthophotos that are contained in the Natural Resource Assessment Report for22
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the Connecticut River Valley Project, Exhibit Petitioners AKM-4, Figure 2, K31 and1

Ascutney Substation, and in the Plan and Profiles contained in Exhibit Petitioners2

WFM-2, K31 115kV Transmission Line, Sheets 1 through 28.3

4

My testimony also addresses the structural design of the transmission line5

modifications related to the Chelsea and Hartford substation improvements, specifically,6

the Chelsea – Hartford 115 kV line, which in the VELCO system is named the “K507

Line”, the Chelsea – Williamstown 115 kV line, which in the VELCO system is named8

the “K51 Line”, and the Hartford – Wilder 115 kV line, which in the VELCO system is9

named the “K26 Line.” These lines are depicted in the resource orthophotos that are10

contained in the Chelsea Substation Aerial Photo, and Hartford Substation Aerial Photo,11

which are contained in Exhibit Petitioners EJM-6 and EJM-8, respectively.12

13

Q. Please describe the existing transmission lines connecting to the14

existing Coolidge, Ascutney, Chelsea, and Hartford substations.15

A. The existing lines are the K31 Line (Coolidge to Ascutney), the K50 &16

K51 Lines (to Chelsea), and the K26 Line (to Hartford). They are all single circuit, 11517

kV lines with wood H-frame structures. The only exception is the short six-span section18

of the K31 Line entering the Ascutney Substation, which has a vertically oriented phase19

wire arrangement supported by single pole wood and steel structures. The lines (circuits)20

have a variety of conductor wire types in a typical one wire per phase arrangement (three21

phase wires per circuit): 795 kcmil (1.063 inch diameter) 45/7 strand Aluminum22
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Conductor Steel Reinforced (ACSR) (Coolidge Substation/K31 Str.1 through 162); 12721

kcmil (1.345 inch diameter) 45/7 strand ACSR conductors (K31 Str.162 to Ascutney2

Sub); and 795 kcmil (1.063 inch diameter) 36/1 strand ACSR conductors (K50, K51, and3

K26). The K31, K50, K51, and K26 lines include two approximately 3/8” diameter4

galvanized steel or copper coated steel overhead shield wires. The poles of the typical H-5

frame 2-pole suspension and 3-pole angle structures are spaced at 14 feet apart. The6

shield wires are attached to the top of the poles to provide protection from line trips due7

to lightning strikes, common for transmission structures of this type. All Dielectric Self8

Supporting (ADSS) fiber is underbuilt on the 115 kV lines. The majority of dead-end9

and angle structures are guyed wood three-pole structures. The existing lines are located10

in various widths of cleared existing right-of-way (“ROW”) corridors. In some sections11

of these corridors, existing 115 kV and 46kV lines share the same ROW.12

13

Q. What is the proposed configuration of the rebuilt K31 Line14

transmission line circuit connecting the existing Coolidge and Ascutney substations?15

A. Between the existing Coolidge and Ascutney substations, the existing K3116

Line, installed in 1958, will be rebuilt, up to and including Structure 162. Structures 16317

through 176 will remain, as they have been in service for only approximately two years.18

New conductor will be installed for its full length. The rebuilt 115 kV line will utilize19

VELCO’s typical single circuit 2-pole “H-frame” circuit configuration, similar to the20

existing 115 kV line located in this corridor. The rebuilt structures will utilize self-21

weathering direct embedded steel poles, arms, and braces, compared to the existing wood22
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poles, arms, and braces on the existing circuit up to Structure 162. The self-weathering1

steel components have a similar look and size as comparable wood components. More2

specifically, the poles have a similar diameter and taper.3

4

Many of these existing 1958 structures are at the point of needing replacement,5

regardless of this Project, due to typical aging effects. The replacement structures have6

been designed to meet current clearance and strength design criteria.7

8

From Structure 163 to the Ascutney Substation, the existing K31 Line structures9

that were recently installed in 2013, which are comprised of a mix of steel and wood H10

frame and single pole construction, will be reused. New 1351.5 kcmil 54/19 Aluminum11

Conductor Steel Supported (ACSS) conductor (1.424 inch diameter) will be strung over12

the full length of the K31 Line (the 13 mile rebuilt section and the 1 mile section where13

structures are being reused). Along the entire line, the existing ADSS fiber cables will be14

transferred to the new structures.15

16

With few exceptions, the rebuilt structures will retain the same structure locations17

and configurations. Average structure above ground heights (“heights”) will increase18

slightly, from approximately 48 ½ feet to 56 ½ feet, an average height increase of19

approximately 8 feet. Other than in spans where structures were shifted, the height20

increases range from no increase to 16 feet. At a particularly significant wetland21

span/beaver pond complex in Weathersfield, two adjacent structures within the pond22
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complex will be removed, resulting in height increases of approximately 55 feet at the1

two structures bordering the wetland/beaver pond complex, to maintain adequate2

clearance for this new longer span.3

4

The general height increases for the Project noted above are due to four factors:5

• Improving the circuit’s lightning protection capability. This is accomplished6

by increasing the distance between the two shield wires and the phase7

conductors, from approximately 6 feet, to approximately 12 feet, at the most8

common Type A4 tangent structures. This improves the existing typical9

shield angle from 45 degrees, to 30 degrees, which is now generally10

considered an industry standard.11

• Improving existing clearances of the phase conductors and ADSS cables to12

ground, and between each other. The original structure installations in the13

1950’s did not account for fiber optic cable underbuilds, so additional height14

in some locations is being provided to better accommodate the ADSS lines.15

• The new, slightly larger phase conductors will sag marginally more in the16

same span distances than the existing phases.17

• Where span lengths increased due to efforts to reduce or eliminate impacts to18

environmental resources, additional sag occurs, requiring additional height to19

provide the required ground clearance in the longer span.20

21
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Small location shifts are proposed for approximately two dozen structures. The1

typical shift is less than 20 feet from the existing location. Four structures are being2

eliminated: three for environmental resource avoidance, and one for general construction3

efficiency. The most noteworthy eliminations are in the large beaver pond complex in4

Weathersfield. Although marked height increases result at the two structures supporting5

the new span crossing the beaver pond, these height increases allow for the elimination of6

two adjacent structures within the current limits of the pond complex.7

8

Structures identified as ‘DA’ types are 3-pole guyed dead-end structures. A dead-9

end wire configuration means the wire is fixed to the pole in strain, rather than running10

through the structure continuously, in a suspended condition. See Exhibit Petitioners11

WFM-2 and Exhibit Petitioners WFM-3 (K31 Line Structure Information Table) for12

these locations, and Exhibit Petitioners WFM-4 (Structure Assembly Typical Details)13

for a general view of the structure assembly.14

15

At five locations, existing 2-pole structures will be converted to 3-pole dead-end16

structures. Three of these five structures are already guyed, so incremental guying needs17

at those structures will be limited. Three existing 3-pole guyed structures will require18

additional guying, to convert them to dead-end structures. This guying reinforces the19

structures, minimizing the likelihood of a structure failure at the dead ends or at adjacent20

structures, due to a phenomenon called cascading. This is a condition where abrupt loss21

of line tension results in imbalanced structure loading severe enough to potentially topple22
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multiple unguyed H-frame suspension structures. In all of these dead-end locations, the1

improvements will also facilitate the efficient, segmental stringing of the new conductor,2

while minimizing the length of time the circuit will be considered unavailable.3

4

As part of a wider, regional transmission system, any lines in VELCO’s system5

that are out of service, impact other circuits in the region. In consideration of other utility6

outage needs, and to minimize system exposure during large, unpredictable weather7

events, VELCO and the regional power system operator ISO-New England agreed to, if8

necessary, insure the K31 Line could be placed back in service with a five day notice9

during its reconstruction. Strategic placement of dead-end structures allows for this10

restoration timeframe by effectively breaking the longer line up into numerous shorter11

sections that can be completed in scheduled durations to allow for a five day re-12

energization if necessary.13

14

Q. What is the proposed configuration of the relocated transmission lines15

that will connect to the expanded Chelsea Substation?16

A. At the expanded Chelsea Substation, the existing K50 and K51 Lines will17

both shift slightly to the northeast. The K51 Line shift will require one existing tangent18

structure to be relocated a short distance eastward, and an existing angle structure to be19

reframed in its existing location (or replaced, depending on final grading details in the20

area northwest of the existing substation). The K50 Line shift will require one existing21

tangent structure to be relocated a short distance eastward, one existing tangent structure22
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to be replaced with a guyed angle structure, and a third existing tangent structure to be1

retired. As a result of the Chelsea Substation modifications, the K51 Line length will2

increase by approximately 40 feet, while the K50 Line length will decrease by3

approximately 200 feet (resulting in an approximate net decrease at Chelsea of 160 feet).4

Total line structure count at the Chelsea Substation will decrease by one. See Exhibit5

Petitioners EJM-6 for a plan view of the Chelsea Substation’s transmission circuit6

realignments.7

8

New conductor on the K50 and K51 lines will be required in the two (2) relocated9

spans on either side of the expanded Chelsea Substation to facilitate attachment to the10

new substation frames.11

12

Q. What is the proposed configuration of the relocated transmission lines13

connecting to the existing Hartford Substation?14

A. At the Hartford Substation, the existing K26 Line connecting to the station15

will need to shift slightly to the west, requiring one existing 3-pole guyed angle structure16

to be relocated a short distance westward. As a result of the Hartford Substation17

modifications, the K26 Line length will increase by approximately 40 feet. Total line18

structure count will be unchanged. See Exhibit Petitioners EJM-8 for a plan view of the19

Hartford Substation’s transmission circuit realignments.20

21
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From the substation frame to the relocated K26 Line structure, new conductor will1

be installed. East of the relocated K26 Line structure, the existing conductors will be2

reused, with an approximate 40 foot section of new similar 795 ACSR conductor added3

to the span, to make up for the slight westward shift of the structure.4

5

Q. Please describe the new spans of conductor, guyed angle structures,6

and pole lengths for the relocated lines connecting to the Chelsea and Hartford7

Substations.8

A. The new spans of conductor needed at Chelsea and Hartford will be non-9

specular type 1272 kcmil (1.345 inch diameter) 45/7 strand ACSR conductors (one10

conductor for each of the three phases), and two 3/8” diameter galvanized steel shield11

wires. The shield wires are attached to the top of the poles such that they provide an12

approximate 30-degree shield angle, an improvement over the existing 45-degree shield13

angle over the structures they replace, for improved lightning protection. The existing14

ADSS fiber-optic cables will be reinstalled.15

16

The new and replacement guyed angle structures proposed for the Chelsea and17

Hartford substations will be dead-end structures providing convenient tie-in points with18

the existing circuits, and also protection against cascading failures of the line under heavy19

load conditions (e.g., heavy ice with wind), as mentioned earlier. The latter feature is20

most important when placed immediately outside of a substation.21

22
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The Chelsea and Hartford substation area replacement structures will have wood1

pole lengths generally 10 feet to 15 feet longer than the existing structures, primarily to2

provide improved shielding against lightning strikes, as described earlier for the rebuilt3

K31 Line. A 20 foot pole length increase may be necessary for the first tangent north of4

Chelsea, due to a drop in existing grade there, although the pole top elevations of the5

replacement structure will generally match the elevation increases of the other6

replacement structures. The height increases are attributed to improved ground7

clearances at maximum operating conditions, and in some instances, additional ground8

clearance is being provided for lower voltage transmission lines to cross underneath.9

Temporary wood structure installations may be required in the area of the substations, to10

facilitate construction.11

12

Q. Please describe the typical structure assembly for structures to be13

rebuilt or replaced in the Project.14

A. Typical structure assembly cross sections for all of the lines where15

structures will be rebuilt or replaced as part of this Project are included as Exhibit16

Petitioners WFM-4.17

18

Q. What structural design standards were used to design the Project19

lines?20
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A. The standards used for the structural design of the rebuilt lines are the1

National Electrical Safety Code (“NESC”) 2012 Edition and the related VELCO typical2

structure assembly drawings.3

4

Q. Did you incorporate any design elements into the line designs to5

reduce aesthetic impacts?6

A. Yes, for the rebuilt K31 Line structures, the same horizontally configured7

typical two pole structure types (H-Frames) present today are being utilized, generally8

maintaining the look of the existing circuit. See the attached Exhibit Petitioners WFM-9

5 for a comparison of the most typical existing structure to the replacement version.10

Also, the rebuilt K31 Line and the new spans of conductors at Chelsea and Hartford will11

use non-specular wire, having a dull finish rather than the bright finish of the existing12

conductors. In the area of the Chelsea and Hartford substations, we are also utilizing13

replacement structures of the same style as the existing structures in those areas. In all14

areas, pole heights have been limited to what is required to meet clearance targets. See15

the attached Exhibit Petitioners WFM-3 for a height comparison of the existing versus16

replacement K31 Line structures.17

18

Q. Describe the changes that are required to the existing ROW for the19

rebuilt K31 Line and relocated Chelsea and Hartford line sections and the reasons20

they are necessary.21
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A. No expansion of the existing ROW is anticipated for the rebuilt K31 Line1

portion of the Project. The short realignments required at Chelsea Substation require the2

acquisition of two easements to maintain the existing 150’ width of the current ROW.3

The two affected landowners have been contacted and negotiations will follow. At4

Hartford, the structure shift will be on VELCO-owned property.5

Q. What level of detail is reflected in the structural designs for the6

transmission line upgrades associated with rebuilding the substations?7

A. The project plans described in this petition are at a preliminary level of8

detailed engineering design. With few exceptions, the structure locations, heights, and9

the corridor alignments are generally fixed; however, during the final engineering process10

when the design is made ready for actual construction, there could be areas where11

adjustments will be required.12

13

Q. Does this conclude your testimony at this time?14

A. Yes, it does.15


